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JavaNet Internet Cafe internet cafe business plan executive summary. JavaNet is a start-up business that will provide a
unique forum for communication and.

The popularity of the Internet is growing exponentially. JavaNet will continue to upgrade and modify the
systems to stay current with communications technology. The fact that no cyber-cafes are established in
Eugene, presents JavaNet with a chance to enter the window of opportunity and enter into a profitable niche in
the market. Large round tables with displays viewable from above provide a forum for larger gatherings and
friendly "how-to" classes on the Internet. Power Internet users provide an important function at JavaNet.
JavaNet's goal is to provide the community with a social, educational, entertaining, atmosphere for worldwide
communication. Many factors contribute to the large demand for good coffee in Eugene. Germany is one good
example of such countries where publicly accessible terminal is on the decrease. Second, JavaNet looked at
how cyber-cafes in other markets such as Portland and Ashland went about pricing Internet access. Due to the
nature of the Internet, there are no geographical boundaries restricting competition. JavaNet will offer
introductory classes on the Internet and email. A unique, upscale, and innovative environment is required to
provide the customers with an atmosphere that will spawn socialization. This group of customers serves an
important function at JavaNet. Proximity to trendy, upscale restaurants such as West Brothers. JavaNet knows
what it takes to build an upscale cyber cafe. The climate in Eugene is extremely conducive to coffee
consumption. Need actual charts? These classes will be designed to help novice users familiarize themselves
with these key tools and the JavaNet computer systems. Good coffee, specialty drinks, bakery goods, and a
comfortable environment will provide JavaNet customers with a home away from home. Current trends in the
Northwest reflect the popularity of fresh, strong, quality coffee and specialty drinks. This will shield the owner
Cale Bruckner, and the three outside investors, Luke Walsh, Doug Wilson, and John Underwood, from issues
of personal liability and double taxation. Some charge a monthly fee, while others charge an hourly fee.
JavaNet is the answer to an increasing demand. The second group is not familiar with the Internet, yet, and is
just waiting for the right opportunity to enter the online community. The site at 10th and Oak will require
funds for renovation and modification. The instructional Internet classes, and the helpful staff that JavaNet
provides, will appeal to the audience that does not associate themselves with the computer age. If a customer
has any type of question or concern, a JavaNet employee will always be available to assist. Competition in
both channels creates an even amount of bargaining power between buyers and suppliers resulting in
extremely competitive pricing. These classes will be held in the afternoon and late in the evening. Good coffee
and bakery items at a reasonable price. Costs will also be designated for the purchase of two laser printers and
a scanner. One of the main attractions associated with Internet cafes, is the state of the art equipment available
for use. Need actual charts? These weaknesses include: a dependence on quickly changing technology, and the
cost factor associated with keeping state-of-the art computer hardware. Cost factor associated with keeping
state-of-the-art hardware. The rapid growth of the Internet and online services, that has been witnessed
worldwide, is only the tip of the iceberg. Emerging local competitors. Evaluating these three factors resulted
in JavaNet's hourly price of five dollars. These opportunities include, but are not limited to, a growing
population of daily Internet users, and the growing social bonds fostered by the new Internet communities. In
view of that, we have created strategies that will enable us reach out to various corporate organizations and
individual who we know will need our services. Part of the JavaNet experience includes access to
state-of-the-art computer equipment. As the demand for Internet connectivity increases, along with the
increase in competition, JavaNet will continue to add new services to keep its customer base coming back for
more. The Internet is bringing people from across the world together unlike any other communication
medium.


